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Closer to far away: transcending the spatial in transnational
families’ online video calling
Anna Martín-Bylund and Linnéa Stenliden

Department of Behavioral Sciences and Learning, Linköping University, Linkoping, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This paper studies how transnational children and their distantly located
but emotionally close family members recreate their relationship using
applications for online video calling. The focus is on the interaction of
bodies and language, and if/how proximity of any kind is enabled. A
critical posthumanist applied linguistics is embraced and communication
is viewed as a bodily coordination ocurring in real time. This includes a
material and dynamic view of language in constant transformation.
Video captures are produced with three transnational, multilingual
families in China and their adult relatives residing abroad (Europe).
Moment analysis informs the processing of data. The analysis includes
multipart semiotic assemblages of critical/creative moments and applies
the Deleuzian concept of sense. The results suggest, the multi-local
analogue/digital situation in online calling transcends conventionally
imagined spatial ‘boundaries’. Furthermore, a bodily, multisensory
proximity emerge as simultaneously critical to and created by this
transcending spatiality. Multi-local communicative practices shed light
on the multiple, material and semiotic components of the human
senses, and how a rational understanding of proximity might be twisted.
Proximity constantly emerges ‘in new copies’ transcending the far away
and close.
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Introduction

Transnational migration is an effect of the increasing mobility of people in the world related to a
global labour market, political conflicts, war, tourism and love. The study of transnational families
within applied linguistics is well recognised, with a specific interest in issues of multilingualism,
family language policy (FLP), language loss and language maintenance (Curdt-Christiansen 2013;
Hirsch and Lee 2018; King 2016; Spolsky 2012). Verbal language(s) are definitely an important
and constitutive part of family relations and this is perhaps more obvious in transnational families
as they often use many languages. However, a too narrow focus on the linguistic aspects often tends
to overshadow how emotional bonds between family members are also recreated and/or impover-
ished by paralinguistic and nonlinguistic dimensions (cf. Wei and Ho 2018, s. 57). Furthermore,
the media technology revolution has also added new complexities to the phenomena of communi-
cation and language (Lanza 2018), and the mundane language practices of both children and adults
are expanding. As transnational families involve in online video calling (OVC) these practices may
explicitly actualise specific – emotionally grounded problems when trying to achieve some kind of
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proximity across time and space (cf. Joly 2017; Robertson, Wilding, and Gifford 2016). Proximity is a
central and sometimes problematic concern to transnational family relations, both when it comes to
the mere emotional aspects as well as when addressing different aspects of family language policy
(King 2016; King and Fogle 2013; Hirsch and Lee 2018). In this paper, we approach the social-
emotional challenges that geographical and linguistic distances may present to transnational family
bonds and how these are verbally and bodily dealt with in real-time using applications such as Skype,
Facetime, WeChat and other similar digital applications. While these technologies, for online video
calling (OVC), remediate past performances, speeches, values, interactions and situations (Lasén
2014) they may also affect emotional dimensions of/for the user (Serrano-Puche 2016). Therefore,
the specific focus of this paper is to study the coordination of language and bodies in practices of
OVC, as well as how (if at all) this coordination may enable proximity of any kind.

The study involves online video calls with children aged 3–9 in different multilingual families
residing in China and their adult relatives in Europe. The contribution (an understanding of how
transnational children and their distantly located but emotionally close relatives recreate their
relationship using digital applications for online video calling) is valuable both, concerning different
aspects of multilingualism in transnational families, as well as in a more general discussion on media
technology, the diversity of events, experiences, relations and emotions by which communication
occurs and transform(s) and by which language as we know it is both learnt and reinvented.

Transnational families and the problem of proximity

As put by Telegdi-Csetri (2018), transnational family lives ‘appear to be subject to a constant crisis:
they stem from critical spaces that force them to redefine their togetherness’. Such families can be
described as ‘agents who define the modus vivendi in-between the worlds they navigate’ (Telegdi-
Csetri 2018, 10–11). Multiple situatednesses across diverse spatial levels are significant to the way
transnational or otherwise multi-local families perform their daily life (Schier 2016). While multilin-
gualism often plays a part in the experiences of transnational families, language policy is seldom as a
vital concern to parents and children (Hua and Wei 2016), as are emotions of love and longing. The
notion of ‘proximity’, as associated in this study, is viewed as central in such emotional relations and
potentially interdependent with a range of phenomena, including verbal language and sensing bodies
(Andreassen et al. 2018).

Transnational family communication through OVC

OVC, (Skype, Facetime, WeChat and similar) is frequently adopted by transnational families to com-
municate with distant family members and try to recreate everyday practices, thereby re-intensifying
emotions of love and longing (Baldassar 2008; King-O’Riain 2014; Madianou and Miller 2012;
Madianou 2016). A few studies have focused on how communication is mediated across such plat-
forms and their capacity to ‘imitate’ off-line, face-to-face communication (Lin and Voong 2013;
Lomicka and Lord 2007; Lamy and Flewitt 2011). Some features, such as eye contact and touch
have been described as ‘unavailable’ in such mediated communication, which, it has been argued,
may challenge participants’ social presence, sense of togetherness and proximity (Satar 2013). Fram-
ing is a significant phenomenon of online communication as it defines the site of display or space by
which particular actions are made possible. The webcam not only mediates communication but also
organises participants’ activity space (van Lier 2004) and steers the working/playing/composing of
interaction. From a transnational point of view, family members’ actions are not only reflected
and transported through media technology across geographical distances, but are explorative, com-
municative and creative processes across multiple contexts amongst people and the technologies
(McFadden and Price 2007; Sharples, Taylor, and Cavoula 2007). Social studies on transnational
families and ubiquitous regimes of media technology, such as various applications for OVC, show
that these enlarge the space-time within which family practices are conducted since they make it
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possible to ‘move not only from the past to the future but also to one present from another’ (Don-
nan, Hurd, and Leutloff-Grandits 2017, 15). The classic dichotomies of near/far, absence/presence,
sedentary/mobile seem to be overlapped (Diminescu 2009). Similarly, Austin, Hampel, and
Kukulska-Hulme (2017) argue that media technology may allow speakers to express themselves
differently and have an impact on the circumstances of communicative praxis. Andreassen et al.
(2018) put this as we are witnessing new forms of human-technological entanglements that not
only change the communicational patterns but also where and how we move and are moved.
More knowledge of the specific patterns and the intertwined digital/analogue dimensions (cf. Dov-
chin, Pennycook, and Sultana 2018) of online communication in real-time is needed for a nuanced
understanding of how transnational or otherwise multi-local families get together ‘in-between’
when dealing – or less intentionally and less hierarchically becoming – with geographical and
emotional distances.

In applied linguistics, studies on adolescents and young adults’ on- and offline, translingual prac-
tices are emerging (Dovchin, Pennycook, and Sultana 2018) as are studies on formal online language
teaching and learning, i.e. with translanguaging perspectives (Wei and Ho 2018). Studies including
very young children (<10years) engaged in online practices is a sprouting field specifically when it
comes to communication in informal, family situations and transnational perspectives (Chib et al.
2014; Gonzalez and Katz 2016; Liu and Leung 2017; Madianou and Miller 2011; Rodriguez 2014).
In the following section, we discuss our theoretical entrance to studying such practices.

Studying emerging, experimental practices of communication

The study theoretically shares some central points, made by Alastair Pennycook, referred to as a
Posthumanist Applied Linguistics (2018), among them a criticism of intersubjectivity and rationality
as exclusive norms for human communication. We argue, in line with Pennycook (2017, 2018), a
posthumanist thinking is compatible with and may further enrich and deepen many already existing
viewpoints within applied linguistics. This is the case, we argue, with Ofelia García’s sustainable and
dynamic approach to language and communication as in constant ‘performative mimesis’, reinvent-
ing itself in terms of ‘new copies of the past’ (García 2011, 7). Approaching this performative mim-
esis in terms of transitory semiotic assemblages (Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Pennycook 2017;
Pennycook and Otsuji 2017) enables a study of language as an inter-bodily, multi-sensory coordi-
nation in real-time where communication occurs by attuning bodies (Pennycook 2018, 105–106).
Assemblages help to grasp the entwined relationships among a range of forms of semiosis (Penny-
cook 2017, 269) and can be described as spatial and temporal entanglements of different, sometimes
disparate elements, both biological/cognitive, social/material and verbal/bodily-sensory. This helps
considering a variety of but also more than human dimensions of communication and the impor-
tance in interaction not only of what is deemed linguistic (language and resources) but also of things,
bodies and places.

Thus, the assemblage is an apt analytical tool for thinking also with emotional/affective
expressions of communication, considering them as likely important as to what is represented by
standardised verbal languages (Pennycook 2018). We adopt the assemblage to what could be deemed
a sense-ual understanding of communication that associates the corporeal and affective dimension of
language (Deleuze and Guattari 1987; cf Massumi 2015).

In the book, The logic of Sense, Deleuze (1990), discusses how conventional linguistic concepts
such as denotation, manifestation and signification only partly can describe the capabilities of
language and thus overlook the creativity of communicative practices. Nonsense expressions are
here pointed out as telling their own sense, due to the absence of commonly known reference points.
This ‘telling one’s own sense’ is furthermore described as a creative possibility inherent of all
expression. Randomness, unintentionality, nonsense, confusion and multisensority can thus be
seen as important and as basic dimensions of communication as are predefined meanings, conversa-
tional norms, intentionality and mutual understanding (Pennycook 2018; cf. Deleuze 1990).
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As suggested by Wei (2011), creativity and criticality are important concepts in relation to multi-
lingual practices. We argue these concepts are also underexplored in relation to technology-mediated
communication. García and Wei (2014) describe creativity as an ability to choose behaviour in
relation to rules and norms and explain criticality as the ability to make reasoned responses to dis-
tinct situations. From a posthumanist point of view, although we are inspired by these and other
associated scholars, a focus on individual speakers’ reasoned use and informed choices of different
multilingual, multimodal resources or affordances (Scollon and Scollon 2004) in social interaction
is too narrow an approach. We instead suggest a study of creativity and criticality as multi-relation-
ally emerging in the assembled semiosis of language, media technology and transnational multilo-
cality. This associates creativity and criticality to the Deleuzian description of sense. Thinking
with sense decreases the outstanding impact of human reasoning and intention while things, bodies
(including emotions) and places also are also considered as critical to and creative of
communication.

Proceedings with data

The study is informed by video ethnography and data is produced during online calls including chil-
dren in three transnational middle-class families, resident due to parents’ labour in a big city in
China, and their adult relatives in Europe. The families consider themselves bilingual or multilingual,
all speaking two or more languages in their daily routines. At home, the families mainly speak Mace-
donian/Swedish, Catalan/Dutch or German/Spanish at home. English and Mandarin are used as aca-
demic and work languages as well as in social relations. All families have children aged 3-9.
Participants were informed about the aims of the study and how anonymity and confidentiality
would be ensured. The participants’ names and any personal information have been anonymised.
Participants agreed to the use of data for educational or research purposes including publication.

Video observations were made which facilitated thorough documentation of the calls (Heath,
Hindmarsh, and Luff 2010) and allowed data production of the calls as occurring online, in ‘real-
time’. Recordings were conducted in China in the children’s homes with both an ordinary video
camera and various screen-capturing applications in the mobile phones and laptops. This captured
the children in front of a screen and the relatives appearing on the screen, as well as the physical
setting. As the calls took place in the families’ homes, the devices were pre-prepared for these record-
ings. Parents/caregivers were told how to start recording themselves, so that the calls could take place
at any time, without a researcher present. This increased the informality and normality of the calls.
The participants could choose which device (mobile phones and laptops) to use, creating variation in
the data. Each call lasted approximately 15 minutes.

The processing of the recordings is inspired by the idea of moment analysis (Wei 2011) and the
events selected for analysis in this paper are picked according to intensification (Stafford 2001). This
is a way of engaging with data attuned to unexpected, shifting connectivities of time, place, persons
and objects (cf. MacLure 2013; Martín-Bylund 2017).

The events included in this paper are presented in the form of descriptive verbalisations and
selected pictures of semiotic assemblages. These are attempts to embody the dynamic processes of
semiosis as perceived in the data. Each event is initially briefly contextualised in relation to its
location and the overall family relations and language. In the transcript, original language is in
bold and translation to English in brackets.

Families communicating through OVC: transcending the spatial

We present the results using four different call events that altogether seem to establish a different
spatial standard compared to a conventional Western worldview rooted in a language of binary cat-
egories. The peculiarities of each event contribute in different ways to highlighting how some spatial
‘boundaries’ are transcended and hereby blurred in Online Video Calling. A general finding that the
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events will show, the digital device (a lap top, a mobile phone) emerge as entwined with the otherwise
non-digital setting and verbal, vocal, audial, bodily as well as visual aspects of interaction appear as
simultaneously both analogue and digitally (re)produced. This troubles a distinct divide of the ana-
logue and the digital when studying the situation of OVC. Call event 1 stresses the simultaneous sep-
aration and overlapping of here and there through the relatives’ at once absent but present bodies,
while call event 2 discusses the history of physical objects and the spatiotemporal entanglement of
far away and close. Call event 3 foregrounds how virtual and real dimensions merge, and call
event 4 presents a transcending multiplicity that is at once analogue, digital, virtual, real, here,
there, far away and close. In the following analysis we address the transcending spatial dimension
by using a slash (i. e here/there). While transcending conventionally imagined boundaries could
be described as norm breaking, the analysis highlights the transcending dimension in OVC practices
as the standard. In such assembled semiosis of language, media technology and transnational multi-
locality, the results furthermore suggest a bodily, multisensory proximity as simultaneously critical to
and created by the transcending convention of OVC.

Present and absent bodies: transcending the ‘here/there’

OVC actualises different aspects of the digital device (camera, microphone, etcetera) being involved.
With call event 1 we discuss the specific conditions this provides for participants’ perception of each
other’s and one’s own bodies and consequently on communicating at a distance. It takes place in a
living room, with 8-year-old Olivia and 3-year-old Kasper talking with their aunt in Sweden via a
smartphone held by their mother, who sits on the floor. The family speaks Macedonian and Swedish
at home. The aunt in Sweden speaks Swedish and she also uses a smartphone. The conversation here
is in Swedish with no interactive use of other languages.

Call event 1

Olivia and the aunt are talking. Kasper, who wears a Superman costume, is moving around the room. Every
now and then he walks past the phone. He stands in front of the phone held by his mother and blocks his sister’s
view. He says something and then walks away. Olivia is sitting on the floor leaning on the small ottoman in
front of her while she crawls close to the screen of the mobile. Olivia is telling her aunt about two cats. Kasper
continues to move around. He repeatedly sticks his head between the screen and Olivia’s face while looking
“into” the screen and silently taking part in the conversation.

Olivia climbs the sofa with her lower body, but her upper body is still leaning on the ottoman and her face is
constantly turned towards the screen. The distance between the two remains the same, even though her body is
crawling around. The topics of conversation change during these moments from cats to new school friends, to
football and gymnastics. Kasper again approaches the camera and Olivia moves her whole body onto the floor
again to be in front of the screen. The mother, who sits beside her on the floor, moves the mobile around. She
laughs happily, trying to follow the movements of the children. The screen stops in front of Kasper, who notices
this and freezes. His stomach protrudes towards the camera when he stands still in front of the screen for a
second. He looks at the camera and says:
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Kasper: Jag har vuxit (I have grown).

Aunt: Oj, oj (Wow, wow).

Kasper immediately throws himself onto the sofa. Instead, Olivia gets the attention of the mobile and the con-
versation revolves around the aunt’s good cooking. This engages the whole family. The mother leans forward in
front of the mobile screen, puts her thumbs up and laughs. The father leans forward and asks if he can come too
if there is disgusting food at home. The mobile moves around to capture family members in different parts of
the room. Kasper comes back in front of Olivia and the screen by doing a small walking dance and everybody
laughs.

Obvious is how the spatial mobility of children’s bodies in the physical, analogue/digital setting –
here – affects the visibility of the same bodies in the analogue/digital setting: there. The smartphone
held by the mother enables her to some extent following the movements of the children as well as
shifting the focus between the two siblings, presenting their bodies to there. The performances of
the children’s bodies in front of the screen appear adaptive to these shifts as interaction both pro-
duces and is shaped by this bodily mobility and the positions of the device in the physical setting
of the living room. Olivia’s body lies partly on the floor and partly on the ottoman and is in a crawl-
ing position, while constantly facing the small screen of the phone. Kasper’s 3-year-old body is fully
captured in a standing position, even if he also needs to lower and angle his head to ensure his face is
on camera.

Kasper’s moving around the living room may appear as a somewhat uninvolved interplay with
both the aunt and the phone, where these are just two of a range of elements in the place where
he is. Nevertheless, his mostly non-verbal presence is both analogically and digitally intensified
when his body moves into and occupies the space between Olivia’s face and the screen/the camera
and hereby becoming an obtrusive part of both here and there. His entire body fills both the camera
angle and Olivia’s visual space, absenting her from there.

A complete categorisation of what is interacting here or there is tricky as is an understanding of
the phone (camera and microphone) as a mere channel for visual and audio verbal broadcasting. The
mirroring effect provided by the application on the phone, where Kasper dances in front of the
screen and comments on the appearance of his body – having grown bigger – is seen as a multimod-
ally intensified RE-mediation of his body to both there and here. The joyful adult conversation in the
end of the call, making jokes about dinner possibilities despite the geographical distance, as well as
the common laughter attached to Kasper’s bodily engagement (the dance) can be considered a simi-
lar, overlapping attachment of here to there.

Proximity plays an important part as critical to as well as re-created and strengthened by this
overlapping attachment: the longing for being together is the ‘fuel’ of communication while the
here/there connection of separated bodies at least partly meets this longing. More importantly,
the multisensory performances of dancing, smiling, gesturing, joking and jointly laughing testify
an intensification of proximity which we associate to the creative and critical power of the assembled
event. This is not a ‘worse’ or simulated version of proximity parting from a fixed understanding of
what proximity entails. Employing the Deleuzian concept of sense as a creative dimension of
expression helps arriving at a slightly different conclusion. The togetherness of this call-event is,
as described above, a multisensory experience that both plays with and overarches a conventional
spatiotemporal reasoning. Proximity emerges through this merging of here and there as a new,
real and valuable copy, that tells its own sense.

Objects with a history: transcending the ‘far away/close’

Call event 2 sheds light on the critical impact and creative possibilities of translocated objects. It is
from the study of a German and Spanish speaking family where 3-year-old María is sitting on her
dad’s lap talking with her grandparents in Spain via a laptop on a desk in front of her. The
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grandparents sit on a sofa in their living room, using a tablet and speaking Spanish. Maria sometimes
uses German when speaking to her dad but mainly uses Spanish when talking to the grandparents.

Call event 2

The grandmother asks if María is still playing with a bag the grandmother gave here the last time they met, EL
BOLSO DE ELSA (THE ELSA BAG). María directly wants to go and look for it. But the grandmother then
comments on María’s hair. María turns towards her dad as if she wanted to hug him. When her father asks
what she is doing, she says in German that she wants to show her grandparents her hair. She moves and
tries to position the back of her head to be seen by the camera. When she does not manage, her father
helps. The grandparents react by saying: Wow, yes, her hair is really long and nice now. Directly after,
María says to her father that she wants to say goodbye now. He says ok, she can say goodbye now if she wants.

Maria: ADIÓS (Bye)

Maria: waving at the screen

Grandparents: ADIÓS

Grandmother: Y UN BESITO MUY DULCITO (and a very sweet kiss)

The three of them end the call by sending many kisses to each other.

Here, the focus is on the way the physical object – the Elsa Bag – as verbally introduced by the grand-
mother, affects the acts of participants and the way they relate to each other. When the object is first
mentioned, it is the grandmother recalling the memory of when she gave it to María when they last
met. To María, thinking of the gift, the Elsa bag, affects her and immediately gives her the impulse
to leave the conversation to go and get it. This troubles the searched conversation around the object
as intended by the grandmother. The intersubjectivity of the call is hereby challenged. The Elsa bag
is probably an appreciated object to the girl, but it also has a specific history. The bag was given to
the girl when together with the grandmother in the now geographically far away, but digitally/analo-
gically close place. It has furthermore travelled from one to the other of the two places attached in this
OVC, and its physical presence in real time is close to the girl but in another room. The grandmother’s
introduction of the bag as a conversational theme can be described as part of her responsive, pedago-
gical, attempt to establish intersubjectivity. The girl responds to this attempt in a bodily, impulsive and
trustful way. While intersubjectivity may be achieved, the introduction of the Elsa bag does not result
in more verbal interaction, intensifying the verbal togetherness of the participants. Rather, the con-
crete object of the bag, as much as it contributes to intersubjectivity it likewise, at least temporarily,
becomes as important to one of the subjects, the girl, as the other subject, the grandmother.

The episode sheds light on intersubjectivity perhaps never being only about human, independent
and rational subjects. Rather, intersubjectivity must be understood as entangled with the physical
objects by which the (assorted and decentred) subjects interact and are affected.

The short episode with María’s hair, as a second responsive attempt made by the grandmother,
orienting towards more ‘nearby’ objects or body parts – those present both here and there – tempor-
arily keeps María close to the ‘far away’ of the grandparents. But the end of the OVC gives Maria the
possibility to perhaps get even closer, or differently close to the grandparents as these extend to form-
ing an emotional part of the Elsa bag. A categorisation of what is far away or close in both time and
space is troubled when Maria goes to get the bag and thus interacts with its history.

The intensification of proximity in this event is not as flagrant as in the previous example, where it
was materialised in the many expressions of joy. Here, the creative power of the assembled event is a
subtle process which we can trace, as above, through the history of the Elsa bag. The translocated
object of the bag could be associated to the seemingly abrupt ending of the OVC, that María initiates.
Nevertheless, the polite question directed to the father for permission, the verbal goodbye, the wav-
ing gestures, smiles and many kisses sent from here to there can be described as a sensitive as well as
sensory smoothing of this ending. This, we argue, enriches the proximity of the event. There is an
increase of bodily, affective acts and expressions when ending the call and saying goodbye. This is
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a somewhat embroidered bodily, multisensory engagement that sheds further light on the ways by
which proximity is recreated in new evolving versions of itself. Once the OVC has ended, the par-
ticipants may experience absence of each other. Nevertheless, the girl’s physical reconnection with
the translocated object of the Elsa bag, involves the possibility of getting sensory, emotionally
even closer or at least differently close to her relatives. Sense is sometimes described as an experience
‘in the middle’ of bodies and expressions (Deleuze and Guattari 1987). We address the extension of
subjects to objects as such ‘in the middle’ experience that escapes reasoned interpretations but pre-
sents a potential new copy of proximity.

Humourism: transcending the ‘virtual/real’

n call event 3 we discuss the (in)visibility and deformation of body parts as a result of the technical,
analogue/digital circumstances in OVC. It is stressed how this not only disturbs but also shapes and
nurtures the ongoing conversation, creating nonsense and laughter. Also, this event appears in a
study as 9-year-old Pao is talking with his grandparents in Catalonia via a laptop on a desk in
front of him. Pao’s family speaks Catalan and Dutch at home. The grandparents speak Catalan
and are sitting on a sofa in their living room in Catalonia using a tablet. The conversation is in Cat-
alan only.

Call event 3

There is some technical disruption. The grandmother, Pilar, puts her hand on her nose, dividing her face into
two parts. She also points to her ear and says:

Pilar: Em sembla que s’ha parat. És que not et veia. Només veia la meitat i ara només et veia l’orella. (I think
it stopped. I couldn’t see you. I could only see half of you and now I can only see your ear.)

Pilar: No et veig (I can’t see you)

…

The grandfather, Pablo, continues talking about Pao’s body:

Pablo: Que s’aixequi a veure la panxa que té. (He should stand up so we can see his tummy.)

Pilar: Aixeca’t a veure lo gran que estàs. (Stand up so we can see how big you are.)

Pilar: Perque l’avi diu que et veu una miqueta més gras. (Because granddad says you look a bit fatter.)

Pablo: Sí. (Yes).

Pao: És que sóc més gras. (The thing is, I am fatter.)
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Pao moves his tummy closer to the camera so it fills the entire screen. He also stands on his chair so he can put
his tummy even closer. The grandmother concludes:

Pilar: Si, és molt fort el Pauet. (Yes, little Pao is very strong.)

The grandfather starts showing his biceps and so does Pao. There are several comments and jokes on Pao’s
strength before Pilar starts talking about something else. Only part of Pao’s body is then on screen since he
has moved while showing off his muscles. He still moves in the chair where he is sitting. There is a pause
and the grandmother says:

Pilar: Sembla que et rasques el cul (It looks like you are scratching your butt)

Pilar: Veritat, que et rascaves el cul? (Is it true that you were scratching your butt?)

Pao: No (No)

There is joint laughter and more jokes about Pao scratching his bottom.

The initial technical disruption both temporally removes parts of the participants’ bodies from as
well as deforms them in the here/there, a phenomenon that both cuts across and simultaneously
becomes the theme of conversation, where the (in)visibility of the body is re-emphasised. The
focus on the body furthermore actualises the analogic/digital possibilities of the camera being
involved. The boy interacts with this possibility, coordinating his body in relation to the screen in
a way that makes his tummy fill the whole space captured by the camera angle and thus the entire
visible ‘here’ presented to ‘there’. This makes his tummy spatially bigger and his body ‘stronger’ in
the verbal interaction as well as in the following non-verbal interaction of Pao and Pablo showing off
their biceps in what seems to be a mutually entertaining way.

Similarly, the (in)visibility of body parts in the final of call event 3 is re-emphasised through jokes
about what happens with the ‘hidden’ body parts. While the phrase et rasques el cul (you are scratch-
ing your butt) could be described as referring to a presumed action, this action is only imagined by
the grandmother saying it and it is verbally neglected by the boy. However, whether this action (or
the size of the tummy before) is true or false, is not a main concern. Rather the OVC enables both
bodily and verbal transcending of the virtual/real which may generate humour and laughter. The
‘nonsense’ conversation, which it could be deemed, fills a function in its foolish shapes, responsive
of attached distances and productive of a shared joyfulness. In this event we highlight multisensory
(visual, audio verbal, kinaesthetic) nonsense as a creative produce of the assembled event which is
critical to participants’ potential experience of proximity. It could be argued, only two of the
human senses – vision and audio – are digitally available or transmittable in OVC. While these
two for long have been defined as the ‘higher’, ‘educated’ senses attached to reason and mind (cf.
Pennycook 2018), in this event they are transcended, filled with an intermingling of bodies and gib-
berish expressions. We argue this twists the rational senses, and enables making local, bodily (non)-
sense of the far away and close.

Swinging into a high five: a transcending multiplicity

The fourth call-event presents the creative, assembled process of a virtual/real high-five. With this
call event we conclude transcending as a convention of OVC. The event takes place under the
same circumstances as to call event 2. Maria and her grandparents are conversing in Spanish.

Call event 4

The grandparents start asking María about the new playground at the new preschool class in China. They ask
what there is to play with, and if there is a swing.

Granddad: ¿Hay un columpio? (Is there a swing?)
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María: nods affirmingly

Grandmother: ¿Sí? Y ¿es como el que te hizo tu abuelo aquí en el jardín de la casa? (Yes? And is it like the one
your granddad made for you here in the garden of our house?)

María nods again and smiles and they talk about how high the swing at the playground can swing.

Grandmother: ¿MUY ARRIBA, MUY ARRIBA? (Very, very high?)

While asking this the grandmother makes a lifting movement with her hand in front of the screen. María nods
affirmatively, and repeats the grandmother’s gesture, lifting up her own hand with the palm towards the camera.

When María keeps her hand in the air, the grandmother once again lifts hers and they make a high five towards
the screen. The granddad verbally accompanies their common gesture:

Granddad: CHÓCALA (Hit it!/High five)

Everybody laughs loudly.

The question whether there is a swing at María’s new playground in China simultaneously associ-
ates granddad’s home-made swing in the garden in Spain. Both swings are verbally, perhaps
abstractly, introduced in their absence, and spatial inaccessibility but both swings carry a similar his-
tory related to María’s concrete, bodily experience of swinging. The shared capacity of the two swings
– to swing very, very high –materialises in the contingent, emerging flow of interaction, through the
hand movement, first made by the grandmother and then repeated or reflected by María. The visi-
bility to there of María’s hand lingering in the air (see picture) constitutes a shift in the ongoing com-
munication which swings into a ‘high five’, initiated and expressed first in the mutual body
movements and common gesture of María and her grandmother and accompanied by the grand-
father’s words and, importantly, everybody’s laughter.

We emphasise the apparently random, unintentional, emerging character by which these contin-
gent actions are coordinated through different verbal and bodily elements. There is a temporal
assembled semiosis here, where we find a homemade swing in the grandparents’ home in Spain, a
swing at a preschool yard in China, and in the re-membering and attuning to these two now inac-
cessible objects the relatives are swung into lived, real time togetherness and even the possibility of
touch. The creative process by which the high five is formed in this call event intensifies, the way we
see it, the transcending convention of communication through OVC: it is performed with an entan-
glement of bodies and words both here and there, it merges abstract and concrete in time and space
through the history of the swings to which it is attached, and it is intrusively virtual while at once
pleasantly real.

The possibility of touch is crucial as we consider participants’ experience of proximity in this
event. While the relatives’ hands do obviously not touch, in a concrete, inter-sensory way, we under-
line the multisensority of the high five as it is performed. The absence of skin touching skin is
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dimmed when the visual, audial-verbal and kinaesthetic proportions of touch are reinforced. Along
with sense, the event sheds light on the plurality of possible material and semiotic components of
touch and how touch may appear also in not standardised versions of itself.

OVC and transnational families: moving closer to far away

This paper has studied mundane situations of online video calling, where transnational children and
their close but distantly located relatives come together and interact via technology, hereby challen-
ging geographical, linguistic and not least emotional distances. The analysis of four different call-
events highlights how a conventional language and a rooted understanding of binary spatial cat-
egories (here as opposed to there; far away in contrast to close; absent and not present; virtual as
definitely not real) functions poorly to describe how communication occurs and transforms in
OVC. Rather, the different categories need to be rethought of as overlapping segments of a spatial
continua when bodies and expressions appear multilocally: both here and there at the same time;
absent, while also present; virtual as well as real; uncomfortably far away but at once closer than
ever. The mundane, everyday normality by which the call events appear alongside this ‘alternative’
spatiality and multilocality, shows, we argue, spatiality being never so much about fixed positions
and boundaries, but more of a dynamic phenomenon with differing conventions.

Furthermore, the bodily, multisensory and to great extent non-verbal engagement of the call-
events is emphasised. It is a fact that the languages and multilingualism by which the participating
families obviously live their lives are remarkably downplayed in the OVC practices. Interaction is not
defined by abundant translinguistic practices or remarks about correct or incorrect language use.
Although the occasion of speaking to family members ‘back home’ could be considered a pedagogic
opportunity concerning, i.e. language maintenance or shift, none of the families involved in the study
brought this up as part of the agenda, which may reflect language use being less remarkable also in
interaction. All families used the online platform as an opportunity for togetherness where verbal
language, if at all a concern, was a side issue. Given that multilingualism is often discussed as a
main and exclusive concern in transnational families, these findings contribute to nuancing this pic-
ture, when language and multilingualism are rather just a part of the state of affairs and where family
relations are not built by linguistic pedagogy but by affect. This is interesting not least when trans-
nationalism is often discussed as a fluid, provisional and differing phenomenon (Telegdi-Csetri
2018). Even if our time is defined as ‘the age of movement’, transnationalism and the hereto related
multilingualism is still, by definition, attached to difference and exoticism. The findings of this study
contribute to a more practical understanding of transnational family relations and communication
as rather main stream, when built, as for most families, around love and longing. Proximity is
anchored in language but perhaps more so in bodies and the senses. Hence, proximity emerges in
this study as critical to, created by and moreover intensified by the multisensory dimension of online
calling.

We are aware of the limitations of the study and more research is needed. However, the analysis
shows how OVC may merge the appearance and functioning of the human senses, rather than pri-
vileging those senses conventionally related to the rational, logical mind. The discussed transcend-
ing spatiality seem to open up for experimental communicative practices where the coordination of
emotional, sensing bodies and language create a different logic, crucial to participants’ potential
experience of togetherness. The call-events show how such altered logic may enable new copies
of proximity, that tell their own – perhaps unreasonable – sense. Hence, proximity can neither
be described as unavailable, nor as merely available, if this refers to a reproduction or imitation
of its affective history in a different setting. Rather, it may be addressed as a reshaping affective
emergence.

The study contributes with insights for a further understanding of communication in emerging
practices of human-technological entanglements. The contribution also nuances the picture of
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transnational families’ ‘in the middle’ experience, how they may deal with the communicative and
emotional challenges that comes with distance, and getting closer to far away.
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